
Lockdown – 2006: Why Do They
Always Have To Scare Me In
The Main Event?
Lockdown  2006
Date: April 23, 2006
Location: Impact Zone, Orlando, Florida
Attendance: 900
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Don West

It’s all in the cage this time and the main events are about the same as
they would be the next month. We have Lethal Lockdown with Sting’s
Warriors vs. Jarrett’s Army as well as Abyss vs. Christian for
Christian’s world title. This is one of those shows where I’m not sure
how great the idea is as a lot of these matches don’t belong inside a
cage, thereby overdoing the gimmick and making it a lot weaker by the end
of the match. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about how viewer discretion is advised. It comes off
like a movie trailer which is a unique idea for a video at least.
Wrestlemania 21 was about parodies rather than a trailer for the show for
those of you about to complain that I’ve forgotten about that show.

Remember that every match is in the Six Sides of Steel tonight.

Black Tiger/Hiroki Goto/Minoru Tanaka vs. Sonjay Dutt/Jay Lethal/Alex
Shelley

This is a World X Cup preview match, meaning it has no bearing on the
standings or anything like that. This is Team USA vs. Team Japan of
course. Shelley hands So Cal Val the camera to film the match. Everyone
has to tag here. It’s Shelley vs. Tanaka to start things off. Shelley
takes him down quickly and hits a dropkick to the side of the head to
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take over. Minoru rolls forward into a dropkick to take Shelley right
back down.

Off to Black Tiger as Tenay talks about Tiger Mask vs. Black Tiger, which
is a very interesting idea actually. In essence, they’re rivals and they
keep the character alive by changing the people portraying each. Eddie
Guerrero was Black Tiger at one point. Off to Goto vs. Lethal. It’s a
feeling out process to start with Lethal taking him down a few times and
hitting a basement dropkick. Off to Black Tiger and Shelley again,
followed by a triple team attack by Team USA.

Black Tiger gets worked over by Dutt and then Alex. Jay comes in as the
Americans are flying in and out very quickly. Dutt finally stays in for
awhile but gets caught by a dropkick in the corner. Team Japan triple
teams him as Team Mexico is watching from the stage. A triple dropkick
gets two and it’s off to Tiger Mask to continue the beating. Dutt finally
rolls free and tags in Lethal.

Jay speeds things up and gets some offense in but charges into a back
elbow. Back to Goto who hist a fast suplex for two. The Americans hit
triple running strikes in the corner followed by a frog splash that gets
two for Shelley. Goto gets superkicked into a German for two. Standing
shooting star gets two for Dutt as this breaks down. Minoru grabs a cross
armbreaker out of nowhere on Lethal but it’s broken up pretty quickly.
Lethal and Tiger are legal now but it breaks down again. Everyone hits
everyone and Shelley accidentally hits Dutt. Black Tiger hits a tiger
suplex on Lethal for the pin.

Rating: B-. This is the right choice for an opener. The whole idea of the
X Cup was to send out country vs. country in a big tournament which wound
up being pretty entertaining, although mostly worthless at the end of the
day. This was a solid match though as both teams were flying all over the
place out there. Again though, the cage meant nothing at all for the most
part as this could have been held in a regular match just as easily.



We run down the card.

Team 3D says they’ll win the Anthem Match later against Team Canada. Ray
says this is about pride tonight and how he’d rather work in WWE than
hear the Canadian National Anthem again. D-Von: “You’re kidding right?”
Ray: “Yeah I was just ribbing you guys.” Team 3D leaves and Larry wants
to know what the major announcement is tonight but JB doesn’t know.

Christopher Daniels vs. Senshi

Senshi seems to be a surprise opponent. Daniels isn’t sure what to do so
Senshi fires off rapid fire strikes to send Daniels into the corner.
Senshi keeps escaping whatever Daniels tries but a kick to the face
finally puts him down. A flying knee in the corner misses and Senshi hits
a flapjack to put the Fallen Angel back down. Senshi does his signature
kick to the back for two and it’s off to a modified camel clutch.

A suplex gets two for Senshi as the fans are split. They chop it out with
Daniels taking a small advantage. Senshi hits a double chop to send
Daniels down to his knee but gets caught in a sunset flip attempt. Senshi
hits a quick Warrior’s Way for two and Daniels is in trouble. Daniels
gets caught in a rear waist lock but he elbows out of it. Christopher
hits a kind of suplex into the cage wall followed by a running STO for
two. Blue Thunder Bomb gets the same.

Senshi kicks him down HARD for two. He’s getting frustrated which
shouldn’t surprise anyone. Daniels hits a Death Valley Driver out of
nowhere followed by the BME but it only gets two. He puts Senshi on the
top but his superplex is blocked by punches to the ribs. Daniels responds
by ramming Senshi’s head into the cage. Well when all else fails, go with
the simplest method. Angel’s Wings off the top is countered but the
Warrior’s Way off the top misses as well. Angel’s Wings is countered
again with Senshi flipping forward and putting his feet on the ropes for
the pin.



Rating: B-. Another good match here as I continue to like Daniels more
and more when he’s not facing AJ Styles. Senshi is a very acquired taste
for me and I still don’t care for him most of the time. Here though he
was using something other than kicks which is the key to him being more
interesting. He wouldn’t be around for weeks after this though as they
wanted to give him a stronger introduction or something like that.

The James Gang and Bullet Bob Armstrong talk about the arm wrestling
match between 66 year old Bullet Bob and Konnan, with the winning team
getting to give the losers (Konnan and LAX) ten lashes.

We recap LAX vs. the James Gang, which is set to a rap song. It’s about
Konnan saying that Armstrong is old and the James Gang taking exception.
I think this is still fallout from the 3 Live Kru breaking up.

This is just like every arm wrestling match you’ve ever seen: Konnan
doesn’t want to start, then he has an early advantage, then Konnan is in
trouble, then he comes back, then Armstrong comes back, then Armstrong
wins. The whipping takes WAY too long.

Jarrett’s Army is told they have the advantage in Lethal Lockdown. Larry
Z comes in and wants to know if they know the announcement. Jarrett tells
him to get lost. AMW says they’ll set the table for Steiner at the end of
the match. Steiner says he’s ready to snap.

Elix Skipper vs. Petey Williams vs. Chris Sabin vs. Chase Stevens vs.
Puma vs. Shark Boy

This is an Xscape match, meaning pin/submission until there are two left,
when it becomes escape only rules. Thankfully there are tags required in
this. Shark Boy and Petey get us going with Shark Boy chopping away in
the corner. Apparently Simon Diamond and Coach D’Amore have formed an
alliance with their men in the match. Either way the Dead Sea Drop is
blocked by Petey and it’s off to Puma vs. Sharky. For you ROH fans, Puma
is TJ Perkins.



Puma goes up but gets crotched and ranaed down by Shark Boy. A missile
dropkick puts Puma down again and it’s off to Skipper vs. Shark Boy.
Skipper tries a wheelbarrow suplex but Shark Boy climbs the cage with a
bulldog for two. Elix goes up the corner again but this time jumps into a
kick from Shark Boy to put both guys down. Skipper tags in to Williams
and a quick Destroyer eliminates Sharky Boy.

Sabin comes in next and pounds away on the head of Williams. Petey hits a
tornado DDT while climbing the cage which gets two. Off to a chinlock
which is quickly broken and Sabin tags in Stevens. Chase cleans house and
counters the Destroyer into an Alabama Slam. Sabin and Skipper take
people down and everyone is on the mat. Stevens goes up top and waits
forever for everyone to get in position for a HUGE shooting star dive to
take everyone out.

Chase covers Williams and Skipper but gets caught in what we would call
White Noise for a pin. We’re down to four now and everyone goes after
Sabin. Williams turns on Skipper all of a sudden and sunset flips him
out. D’Amore and Diamond are about to brawl but Skipper gets kicked out
of the cage and onto the coaches.

Cradle Shock puts Puma out so it’s down to Sabin and Williams in escape
rules. Sabin goes up but winds up getting pulled down. Back down and
Sabin puts him in the Tree of Woe for the hesitation dropkick. He goes up
and over but D’Amore blocks his exit until Williams catches up. Petey
lands on D’Amore but his feet don’t touch so Sabin drops down and wins
it.

Rating: C+. This was another good match that was only in the cage for the
ending. This was yet another preview for the World X Cup with the final
two competitors being the captains for their respective countries. The
match was nothing great but it was fun to kill about twelve minutes with,
and that’s all you need to do at times.

Mitchell says he isn’t worried about waking the monster in Christian.



Christian may be the best wrestler in the world, but he’s not a champion.
Would a real champion go to Toronto to make movies or leave his wife home
alone or be attacked in his own home? Christian did all that, but that’s
how he rolls right?

We recap Joe vs. Sabu. The idea is that Joe is extreme so here’s Sabu to
challenge that aspect of his personality.

X-Division Title: Samoa Joe vs. Sabu

Sabu immediately puts on the camel clutch but Joe quickly escapes. Sabu
has a broken left arm apparently. He throws the chair at Joe’s head for
two. Joe comes back with a running forearm and hooks a front facelock in
the corner. Sabu gets thrown into the cage to bust him open, which is one
of the first uses of the cage all night. Sabu comes back with a chair
shot and hits the Arabian Facebuster for no cover.

A spinning legdrop using the chair as a springboard point hits but he
still doesn’t cover. Sabu is busted way open now as he pulls out his
signature spike. Joe grabs the arm and puts on a cross armbreaker but
Sabu blocks the pressure. The champ stays on the arm which is about as
logical as you can possibly get. They both go to the top rope but Joe
rams the bad arm into the cage and slams him off the top for two. Sabu
gets back up and tries the Triple Jump Moonsault but Joe pelts the chair
at him and hits the MuscleBuster to retain.

Rating: C-. Not much here but the idea here was more about giving Joe a
win over a big name which is fine. Sabu was good at something like this
as it was kept short and he didn’t have the room or the time to mess
anything up. This was kind of an old school idea of bringing in someone
for a one off appearance to challenge a big name, which is something cool
to see for a change.

Team Canada makes fun of the Dudleys and D’Amore says the Dudleys have
never beaten the Canadians or held the NWA World Tag Team Titles like



they have. Larry Z comes in and wants to know about the announcement
again. D’Amore rips into him.

We recap Team 3D vs. Team Canada which is your usual patriotism feud.
Team Canada laid them out and put the Canadian flag over them, which
ticked off Ray.

Team 3D vs. Team Canada

This is a six man so we have Runt in there also. It’s Roode, Young and
A-1 for the Canadians. This is a capture the flag match and the winners
get their anthem played. The Dudleys have war paint on. Runt and Eric
stand on the top ropes as guards for their flags. That’s a smart idea
actually. There aren’t any tags for the other guys which makes this even
better. Team 3D does a little doe-see-doe to take out the Canadians but
Young jumps down and takes both of them down. Spike does the same and
then the goalies go back to their respective places. Young gets pulled
down and Spike goes for the flag but can’t quite get to it. Roode goes
for it also but gets caught.

Ray and Roode go to the top rope and they chop it out before Ray hits a
Bubba Bomb off the top. D-Von makes a save of his own with a Russian Leg
Sweep off the top to A-1. Runt and Young fight on the top with Young
going down and taking a double stomp. Roode goes after Spike but Ray
makes the save. Not that it matters that much as the spinebuster kills
Runt dead. Team 3D double teams Roode down but A-1 comes in again.

That also goes badly for the Canadians as Ray chops him down. It’s almost
all Dudleys so far. The referee gets crushed and Roode takes the 3D.
Double flapjack puts A-1 down and What’s Up Eric? Ray goes up and gets
the flag but there’s no referee to declare him the winner. The music
plays prematurely and D’Amore has a steel chair. Spike keeps playing
goalie but the Canadians triple team him.

Eric puts the American flag back up and D’Amore has knocked the



gatekeeper out. He opens the cage and puts a table inside but Young
drives himself through it by mistake. Acid Drop takes A-1 down and it’s
another 3D for Roode. With the referee up this time, Runt goes and
retrieves the flag for the win.

Rating: C+. This was ok but the overbooking got annoying. The good thing
though was that the same team won the match in the end so it wasn’t that
big of a deal. The cage played a role in the match again here so the
match didn’t seem as pointless as it had been earlier. Decent match and
it blew off the feud which is the right idea.

D’Amore takes a 3D but the Star Spangled Banner never plays after an
anthem match. The fans are singing it as Tenay and West talk though so I
guess that counts. That’s pretty rude of the announcers though.

Christy Hemme debuts as the newest Knockout. She hands Tenay a letter
which has the announcement. Everyone in the front office will now be held
accountable and a new face of TNA management will debut soon. The first
act of this new person: Larry Zbyzsko is now on probation. You know Larry
isn’t going to miss an opportunity to come out and complain. Tenay and
Larry argue a bit and Tenay says that Raven is reinstated. Bird Boy comes
out and chases Larry into the cage until security takes him away.

Christian has nothing to say.

We recap the world title match. Abyss and Mitchell say that Christian
stole Abyss’ show (which is true) but Christian wouldn’t give him a
match. Abyss attacked Christian and went to his home to terrorize him a
bit more. He also stalked Christian’s wife so tonight it’s about personal
revenge.

NWA World Title: Abyss vs. Christian Cage

Christian is defending of course and this is a regular pin/submission



match. Abyss tries to meet him on the ramp but Christian tackles him down
easily. Christian rams him into the barricade but Abyss throws him over
and into the crowd. They’re all the way to the back of the arena and
Christian has to fight to keep from being thrown over and down onto
whatever is behind the stands.

They go over to that wall that they always go to during main event
brawls. Back to ringside and Christian is still in trouble. He gets
rammed into the steps as we’re still waiting to get into the cage for the
first time. Cage grabs the cage door and rams it into Abyss’ arm but
stops to chase Mitchell around, allowing Abyss to ram the cage door into
the champ’s face. We get dueling chants and they finally get into the
cage. There’s the bell so that was all pre-match stuff.

Abyss is in control and kind of dances into the corner for a splash. He
sends Christian’s face into the cage for two and stops a comeback attempt
dead. Unprettier is easily countered and Abyss hits a kind of flapjack
for two. A few idiot fans sound like they want blood so Abyss crushes
Christian’s face up against the cage. He hits the dancing splash into the
champ against the cage again and Christian is in trouble.

Shock Treatment is countered but the Canadian can’t hit the German on the
American. Abyss powerbombs Christian into his namesake and the champ is
in trouble. Abyss takes forever to do anything, allowing Christian to
come back with some chops. He avoids a splash against the cage and has to
save the referee from getting crushed. The second time he isn’t so lucky
though and down goes Andrew Thomas. Christian climbs the cage and comes
off with a tornado DDT but there’s no referee to count.

Mitchell throws in the cane and the belt through the hole in the cage but
Abyss’ belt shot misses. Unprettier hits but it only gets two. Christian
goes all the way to the top of the cage and drops a frog splash on
Abyss…..for two. Ok I would have bet on that being the finish and it
probably should have been. Another Unprettier is reversed into Shock
Treatment for no cover.



Instead Abyss pulls out the bag of tacks which of course takes forever to
set up. I’ve seen this in at least one of the two TNA PPVs I’ve watched
lately before this so this really doesn’t seem as impressive anymore.
Christian breaks the cane over Abyss and goes up top again. Abyss picks
up the referee and throws him into the cage to make Christian slip.

Christian is caught in a chokeslam position but escapes and hits a sunset
powerbomb into the tacks (same spot as AJ hit on Abyss last year at this
show). Slick Johnson comes in but that only gets two. Christian gets the
title but walks into a Black Hole Slam for two. Abyss pours out MORE
tacks and takes the Unprettier onto them for the pin so Christian can
retain.

Rating: B. This was MUCH better than the Full Metal Mayhem match they
would have the next month, but the match probably should have ended with
one of the other big spots, like the top rope splash. Still though this
wasn’t bad and it was a match that actually got violent with Christian
looking like he wanted revenge, which was the whole idea behind the match
in the first place.

Christian goes to leave but goes back inside to beat up Mitchell. Abyss
hits him in the head with the chain, busting him open. Abyss throws him
out of the cage and hangs him with the chain. Mitchell puts the title on
Abyss’ shoulder and they leave.

Sting’s Warriors say they’re ready for Lethal Lockdown.

We recap the main event. Sting came back and said he wanted to get rid of
Jarrett, so let’s have Lethal Lockdown.

Quick recap of the rules: the two starters go for five minutes, then
Jarrett’s team gets a one man advantage. After two minutes Sting’s team
sends in a man to tie it up for two minutes. They alternate every two
minutes until all eight are in, when the roof comes down with weapons
attached. Then it’s first fall wins.



Lethal Lockdown: Sting’s Warriors vs. Jarrett’s Army

Sting, Ron Killings, AJ Styles, Rhyno

Jeff Jarrett, Scott Steiner, America’s Most Wanted

It’s Harris vs. Styles to get us going. Harris pounds him down and the
fans chant Pussy Cat. Styles blocks being rammed into the cage but the
dropdown dropkick misses. The second attempt at the dropkick hits and AJ
takes over. Harris comes back quickly and rams Styles’ back into the cage
twice. The third time is countered and AJ hits a knee to the back of
Harris’ head. Things are going pretty slowly here but that’s to be
expected in a match like this.

Both guys go to the top rope and slug it out with Styles knocking him
back to the mat. Harris gets rammed into the cage a few times but Styles
jumps into the Catatonic. AJ shrugs that off and hits the Clash as Storm
comes in for the two minute advantage. AJ dropkicks the door into Gail’s
head by mistake (I think) but Storm gets a beer spit into Styles’ face
and slams the door on his head. Eye of the Storm puts Styles down and AJ
is busted open from something, as is Harris.

The beating continues until Rhyno comes out to tie things up. He fights
off both world tag team champions and sends Storm into the cage. Harris
takes a spinebuster as AJ is starting to recover. The Gore misses and
Harris takes AJ’s head off with a clothesline. AMW is in total control
here but Rhyno comes back with right hands as Jarrett comes out to make
it 3-2. Rhyno gets out of the cage somehow and goes to meet Jarrett in
the aisle. AJ does as well with AMW still stuck in the cage. Rhyno is
busted too.

Back into the ring and Jarrett’s team takes over on both guys with Styles
getting suplexed into the cage. Here’s Killings to tie things up and get
the momentary offensive flurry in. He does the backflip into the splits
into the side kick to Harris. Suplex into a Stunner puts Storm down and



AJ goes to the top of the cage for some reason. That doesn’t go well for
him as it’s a six man Tower of Doom.

Steiner is in to complete Jarrett’s Army and it’s belly to bellies all
around. Angle Slams off the top put everyone down again as we’re just
waiting for Sting to make the big save. Harris rams Rhyno’s cut head into
the cage and shouts GORE which makes me laugh for some reason. Here’s
Sting to clean house, including stacking every opponent in the corner and
hitting a huge Stinger Splash on all four at once, followed by a second
one.

Here comes the roof stocked with weapons and the Warriors continue their
advantage. AJ and Storm go up top for my yearly heart attack moment. Gail
tries to climb up as well but Jackie rips Kim’s skirt off and pulls her
down. The match in the ring more or less grinds to a halt as Storm sets
up a table on the roof. Sting and Jarrett both get guitars but Sting
drops his for a ball bat instead.

The guitar is shattered by the bat but Steiner saves Jeff with a low
blow. AJ sets up a ladder on the roof above Storm who is on the table. He
grabs the light structure and drops onto Storm with a splash. That always
terrifies me. Truth takes a Stroke onto a chair but gets Gored down.
Steiner puts Rhyno in the Recliner but Sting Death Drops him. Harris hits
Sting with the handcuffs and puts Sting in the Scorpion. Sting counters
into a Scorpion of his own and Harris taps to end the match.

Rating: B. That’s usually the base score for a Lethal Lockdown match and
this was about the run of the mill version of one. The problem with these
matches is that once the weapons drop, the match more or less completely
restarts and nothing that happens before then matters at all. Still
though, it’s always a fun concept and a solid main event for Lockdown
every year.

Overall Rating: C+. This show is more or less the same thing every year
and it’s the world title match that determines how the whole show goes.



As usual the problem comes down to most of the matches not needing to be
inside of a cage, but the final two matches usually do, which is what
makes the whole show work. Good show overall and a solid entry in the
series.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews


